[Disturbance of osmotic equilibrium as a possible cause of invagination or protrusion of plasmalemma on the initial stage od phagocytosis].
Despite the importance of phagocytosis studying for purposes of physiology and medicine, a physical cause of the initial stage of phagosome generation still remains apparently unclear. The original mathematical theory (Rubinstein, 1998) allows to suggest that the disturbance of osmotic equilibrium, resulting from the interaction between lysosomal hydrolases and their specific substrates, may cause the initial stage of phagosome formation in all biochemically diverse cases of phagocytosis. The author developed this theory without a collaboration with biologists, except for several consultations. The purpose of this paper is to attract the biologists attention to the main ideas underlying this theory, and to learn to what degree these ideas may be reasonable from the viewpoints of biologists.